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 Every resource on the SAN Volume Controller is represented as a logical unit on a volume group or logical unit group. The
master firmware loads the resources from a shared storage device, such as the Virtual Storage Access Method (VSAM) device,
into memory in the background. The master firmware then writes the logical units to a volume group using a set of static queue

sets (qs) and dynamic queue sets (qsds). Each queue set specifies the resource that is loaded and the physical location of the
resource on the storage device. Each queue set defines a queue on the disk volume to which new resources are written. Queue
management Queue sets (qs) are a list of queue names that control the queue from which resources are written. QSds control

queues from which resources are loaded. Both types of sets are defined at the volume level. You can use the following table to
understand how queue sets and queue groups relate. Queue names Queue groups Queue sets Upper limit No. of qsds Interleaved

mode Equal No. of queue sets Qsds Table 1. Glossary of Queue Names and Queue Sets Table 1 defines a few terms that are
used when referring to queue sets or queue names. In the following sections, a queue set is a collection of queue names that

define a list of queues from which resources are written to the volume. A queue name is a name used to refer to a queue within
a queue set. For example, a queue set can contain the queue names BLKQUEUE, XQUEUE, and XQDS. A queue name

BLKQUEUE names a queue that holds disk blocks. A queue name XQUEUE names a queue from which data is loaded onto the
disk volume using one of the Dynamic Queue Sets. A queue name XQDS names a queue from which data is loaded onto the
disk volume using the standard QSDS data transfer mode. Queue set definitions are static per the definition and placement of

the queue names on the disk volume. For example, a disk volume has a volume group with two queue sets 82157476af
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